Theater review: Reviews are the thing in
McNally comedy

Critic Ira Drew (Bill Barry) and actress Virginia Noyes (Stephanie Hedges) try to communicate in “It’s Only a Play.” KATE ALBRIGHT/FOR
MONTCLAIR LOCAL
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From the moment the “turn oﬀ your cell phone” announcement comes on at Studio Players’ “It’s Only a Play,”
you know you’re in good hands.
A man with a British accent threatens to send 15,000 volts up “bleep” if we rustle our wrappers.
It’s Frank Finger, the director of “The Golden Egg,” whose creators and stars are huddled in a bedroom of
producer Julia Budder, waiting for the reviews, in Terrence McNally’s backstage comedy.
In-character announcements are not a new idea of course, but this one sets a funny, smart and slightly
hysterical tone.
The story is simple: in act one, the playwright, Peter Austin (Ted Cancila), director Finger (Troy Hall), star
Virginia Noyes (Stephanie Hedges), playwright’s friend James Wicker (Chad Anthony Miller), producer Budder
(Faith Blasi), and wannabe actor and waiter-for-now Gus P. Head (Kevin Ohlweiler) await their reviews and talk
about show business. A hangdog critic with a poison pen reputation who dreams of being a playwright, Ira
Drew (Bill Barry) hangs out too.
All is well when they are sure it’s going to be a rave.
And all is less well when the reviews come in.
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Despite a recent rewrite of McNally’s 1982 comedy for a 2014 production starring Nathan Lane, the show

drags in Act One. Excuses to keep characters coming in and out of the room in order to have two-person
scenes feel transparent, especially when it’s to use the bedroom phone (in the cell phone era?).
The characters are show-biz types: the prim, starstruck producer; the campy TV star friend; the diva, addicted
actress; the would-be-Williams playwright; the bad-boy British director; the singing waiter. (Literally. He sings
a bit of “Defying Gravity” in Act II.)
Although they are cartoons, McNally gives each one quirks: Noyes is not just an addict, she wears a parole
ankle bracelet that sometimes buzzes. The director longs for one, just one bad review; he also cannot help
pilfering small items. The producer mangles well-known phrases, and complains about someone using the “k”
word, leading Wicker to guess, “kaleidoscope? Kumquat?” (She meant the “c” word.)
Director Peyton Thomas brings out the characters’ inner insecurities, too.
As Head brings in coats to dump on the bed, he announces who has arrived, and the name-dropping is funny
every time, whether it’s a pile of gaudy coats from the cast of “The Lion King” or Hillary Clinton. A snowball
comes through a window from the cast of “Matilda.” (That said, a tiny coat belonging to Daniel Radcliﬀe no
longer makes sense.) Later, Patti Lupone and Alec Baldwin, we hear, split the lip of critic Drew.

Frank Finger (Troy Hall) feels like a fraud. KATE ALBRIGHT/FOR MONTCLAIR LOCAL

The company is one of the best ever assembled at Studio Playhouse. Hedges shows oﬀ diva Noyes’ great
comic timing. Ohlweiler’s Gus endearingly openly adores this neurotic bunch. Despite some sickening
pretensions, Cancila’s nausea at some cruel words in the reviews elicits sympathy. Blasi’s Budder seems ditzy,
though with hair down she looks too young for the prudishness and deep pockets; this role has been played by
Megan Mullalley and Dana Ivey.
Hall, as the soon-to-be-knighted director, has the ﬂashiest role, and wins the night. In Act Two he has a surreal
tour de force where he plays an entire scene between himself and someone not there, which stops the show.
C.J. Howard’s set design shows a ravishing bedroom suite, with cushy chairs and elegance. (Though when the
chairs are turned over they are clearly not club chairs, and again wallpaper looks like wrapping paper).
Thomas’ direction shows real wit, with freezes and a tableau at the end. He also designed the sound. Barry, so
good in “Appropriate” last year, distinguishes himself again as the unpopular critic.
The play works best when it dives into the bitchy feuding, and elephant-sized egos of this absurd crew.
Thomas makes the small moments work too, but McNally’s sentimentality does not convince, and overall the
play is too long.
But you don’t have to be a theater person to enjoy watching people bicker: see the Real Housewives
franchise. “It’s Only a Play” is not a great play.
But it’s fun.

‘It’s Only a Play’ takes audience backstage

Producer Julia Budder (Faith Blasi), playwright Peter Austin (Ted Cancila) and actress Virginia Noyes (Stephanie Hedges) react to reviews.
KATE ALBRIGHT/FOR MONTCLAIR LOCAL
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The stakes could not be higher.

At least, they think so. In a bedroom of a Manhattan apartment, a producer, a playwright, actors and a couple
of friends — including a critic — wait for the reviews to come out.
It’s opening night of “The Golden Egg.”
“The title is a metaphor, an ironic metaphor!” playwright Peter Austin talks back to a review that says the title
is “asking for it.”
Uh oh.
Onstage at Studio Playhouse, a company consisting in part of actors who have worked together before (in fact,
director Peyton Thomas is married to actress Stephanie Hedges),

PEYTON THOMAS

in part of actors who have worked at Studio before, pull aside the curtain to let the audience backstage in
Terrence McNally’s comedy “It’s Only a Play.”
Why should anyone care?
In real life, does a review matter?
“In real life” are the operative words, say the cast. Yes, it’s funny to be allowed to see these huge egos puﬀ up
with excitement. Backstage comedies are not only funny to theater people, after all; Noel Coward’s “Present
Laughter” and Michael Frayn’s “Noises Oﬀ” are reliable classics, and of course there’s “Kiss Me, Kate.” “The
Prom,” on Broadway last year, begins backstage then moves to the midwest as four bad-review-refugees try
to do good.
But what makes McNally’s play work so well is that the people onstage care passionately about something.
They wear their open hearts on their sleeves.
“I think that anyone that’s had dashed dreams or broken dreams well or stilted dreams, will be able to ﬁnd an
accessibility point for that material for anyone else,” said Chad Anthony Miller, who plays actor James Wicker

(called “Wacker” in a hilarious typo in one review the company read out loud).
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“There are a lot of inside jokes,” said Hedges, who plays actress Virginia Noyes, “but the way it’s written it
kind of lets people in on the joke.”
“Failure can bring people a lot closer,” said Troy Hall, who plays director Frank Finger. Early in the play, when
the company feel conﬁdent, their egos clash. Later they ﬁnd common ground.
And the play also oﬀers the fun of seeing what happens in that celebrity ﬁshbowl, said Ted Cancila, who plays
playwright Peter Austin.
Director Peyton Thomas has appeared as an actor before at Studio Playhouse. His fear in doing this play would
be to lose the reality of the people onstage.
“I stressed the characters be based in reality, and the comedy and absurdity be based in that,” he said. He
wants the audience to love and hate and laugh at the characters.

Playwright Peter Austin (Ted Cancila) discusses his review. KATE ALBRIGHT/FOR MONTCLAIR LOCAL

RAVE REVIEWS
The way the company of “The Golden Egg” rely on reviews is toxic, said Miller. Outside validation should not
determine self-worth.
That said, reviews matter. Hall recalled being in a production where “the group of collaborators, we just knew
this was going to be this thing.”
And then a review sliced it down. Morale fell.
“It’s a tough pill to swallow. But at the same time, it’s part of the process. There were lessons we all needed to
learn, and strength to grow,” Hall said.
Bill Barry, a Montclairite who has performed at Studio Players several times before, said that when a company
has been working together, putting so much time into the project, they develop strong bonds.
“An outsider judging shouldn’t aﬀect your sense of self-worth, but sometimes it’s a bad review.”
Cancila said he reads reviews of other shows, and learns from them.
“I don’t read anything about myself during a show, because I don’t want to be inﬂuenced even if they like it.
I’ll be thinking about it in my head. So I just wait.”
And of course a good review can bring in an audience, and add a clip for the book, said Hall, to a laugh from
the company.
Thomas said that as a young actor, he needed validation. As an older actor, he realizes he’s performing for a
group of people.
“I have had plays where I have had a good review and a bad review for the same one. It’s interesting when
that happens because it’s never as bad as it sounds or as good as it sounds.”

RIDING THE TRAIN
The biggest challenge for Thomas has been scheduling. The play has no scene breaks. Rehearsals were
broken into scenes, but ﬁnding time for full run-throughs, which allow the comedy to build, has been
challenging.

“It’s not episodic. There are no breaks, even for the audience, to process what happened. It’s just a freight
train coming through,” said Faith Blasi, who plays “The Golden Egg” producer Julia Budder.
One of Kevin Ohlweiler’s favorite scenes now is one that was hard for him in the beginning: his opening
monologue, a phone call to the person who hired him to be the hired help at the party.
“I’m a musical theater actor,” said Ohlweiler. “One of Peyton’s notes to me is ‘your musical theater is
showing.’ It’s been a fun challenge to dial it back.”
“You worked hard on it,” Thomas said.
One scene that many people agreed was touching is when playwright Peter Austin receives a call from his
father.
“It’s that moment where your supporters, the people who love you, want to hear the good news, and you can’t
really give it to them,” Hall said. “That’s what ends up connecting us all.”
“There are moments within the chaos where you see behind the mask,” said Thomas. “What I stressed as a
director and what I wanted as an audience member was to feel like a ﬂy on the wall watching what’s going on
inside a room in the house that you walked by in Manhattan. And especially now with all of the social media
that you think you know whatever actor because you follow their Instagram feed. And I think this I think the
appeal for this kind of show is that you can come in. And while this isn’t true, it’s not a real story, it’s real
moments. And you can add your own experience to this and not be told what it is that you’re supposed to be
seeing or experiencing.”

Culture in brief: backstage comedy at Studio

Left to right: Ira Drew (Bill Barry, Montclair), Gus P. Head (Kevin Ohlweiler, Verona), Frank Finger (Troy Hall, Montclair) [Seated, L to R] Julia
Budder (Faith Blasi, Montclair), Peter Austin (Ted Cancila, Hoboken), James Wicker (Chad Anthony Miller, NYC), and Virginia Noyes
(Stephanie Hedges, Montclair) await the reviews of Broadway’s latest, “The Golden Egg.” COURTESY STEPHANIE HEDGES

Five Montclairites reunite to mount Terrence McNally’s “It’s Only a Play” at Studio Playhouse, from Thursday,
Jan. 10 through Saturday, Jan. 25. All performances are at 8 p.m. except for Sundays, at 3 p.m.
The play stars four Montclair locals in McNally’s backstage comedy: Bill Barry as a futsy critic, Troy Hall as an
enfant terrible playwright, Faith Blasi as an over-her-head producer, and Stephanie Hedges as a sunsetting
diva. The company also includes Kevin Ohlweiler, Verona; Peter Austin, Hoboken, and Chad Anthony Miller, of
NYC.
Director Peyton Thomas is also from Montclair. McNally’s 1982 comedy (rewritten for the 2014 Broadway
production) takes place on the opening night of “The Golden Egg” on Broadway, at the home of a wealthy
producer throwing a party. While celebrities come in downstairs, the backstage insiders wait for the reviews in
the bedroom. Studio Playhouse is at 14 Alvin Place. For tickets and information, visit studioplayhouse.org, or
call 973-744-9752.
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